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ERASMUS TEAMS - 
EVEN BETTER THAN 
FAMOUS SPORTS 
COACHES!
2018 is a really sporty year! It started with  
the Winter Olympics in South Korea and 
let the temperatures fall below -15 degrees 
to offer realistic conditions even to the 
European audience. At the moment football 
fans around the world are impatiently waiting 
for the kick-off in Russia. The first Football 
World Cup game is starting on 14th June. 

faster, faster



These sports events display the special 
Erasmus+ flair - the best international 
teams or players come together and 
offer a worth-seeing performance 
of their subject matter. Maybe we 
are not the best football players but 
experienced “coaches” who know well-
proven training methods to make school 
an interesting place of learning.
Watching sports events on TV can be 
quite entertaining but of course it is 
rather moving to do sports by yourself! 
PE at school offers opportunities 
for everyone. You don’t have to be 
only a football fan. There are so 
many possibilities to overcome the 
limitations of gravity and to change 
the perspective. For example while 
performing a handstand or building 
human pyramids. In summertime  
it is really enjoyable to cool down  
in the swimming pool after the lessons. 
And an impulsive horse from the riding 
club helps you to improve your sense  
of balance. 
Besides, be inspired by many famous 
sports persons in this magazine who 
were maybe discovered and supported 
by their teachers at school!

Anne Jäger-Klein
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#Chessboard
for checkmate drivers
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ANGELO CHARISTEAS (born 1980)

All Greece knows this football player as 
“the immortal Greek God”. He scored 
the goal that made Greece European 
champions in 2004. “That goal changed 
my life,” said Charisteas. “Obviously  
I will never forget that moment.  
What I am today, as a person and  
as a footballer, I owe to this goal.” 

Michaela Popovičová, Czech Republic

JANNE FRIEDERIKE MEYER-
ZIMMERMANN (born1981)

She is a German show-jumper who 

rides at Olympic level. She and her 
horse Cellagon Lambrasco were in team 
that won the World Equestrian Games 
in 2010 and took the 10th place in the 
Olympics. She is active in charity too – 
she supports breast cancer help and 
fights against AIDS and exclusion. 

Merle Ueckermann,Germany

JANICA KOSTELIĆ (born 1982)

She is an alpine ski racer from Zagreb. 
She is the only woman who has won 
four gold medals in the Winter Olympic 
Games. She was also able to win five 
disciplines of the world cup. In 2007, 
after series of healthy problems she 
retired skiing when she was only 25. 

Anna Mingacho Salmeron, Spain

COOL
BRAINS
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CHRISTIAN ERIKSEN (born 1992)

He is the Premier League’s most 
intelligent, imaginative midfielder.  
He has been Tottenham Hotspur’s 
creative director for the last four  
years: finding space, demanding the 
ball, running the game, knowing when  
to play slowly, when to play fast, when 
to turn, when to pass, when to shoot.  
He does not diligently watch games 
back, he does not obsess over his 
statistics. He just knows.

Kristel Nguetgna, Spain

MARTINA SÁBLÍKOVÁ
(born 1987)

Martina is a Czech speed skater, 
worldknown as a a long-distance 
specialist. Today she holds six olympic 
medals three of them gold and is Czech 
republic’s greatest ever speed skater. 
At our school, the Rosengårdschool we 
have a girl that admires her. And she 
does speed skating and inline speed 
skating herself. 

Anke Vondeling, Denmark

MIREIA BELMONTE GARCIA
(born 1990)
She is a versatile Spanish swimmer, 
specializing in freestyle, IM and 
butterfly. She has been already 
swimming competitively by the age 
of 5. Within her swimming career she 
has broken five world records in short 
course swimming. She is titled as 
Spanish best swimmer in history and 
is only the 5th Spanish swimmer in history 
who won a medal in the Olympic Games.

Viktorija Žerjav, Croatia
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WINDOW
TO SCHOOL

CELLE (Germany)

Just have a look through the window 
of our small gym. You can find there 
noisy students happily playing games, 
dancing, jumping on trampolines, 
practising gymnastics.

Our core curriculum of PE enables the 
kids to get in touch with a variety of 
sport disciplines. Starting with easy 
games in class 5, the pupils learn step 
by step how to smash a badminton ball 
precisely or how to impress friends with 
a dunking or rebound. Besides different 
ball sports the colleagues offer their 
students to try out swimming,  

athletics and self-defence. Even triathlon 
can be tested. On Wednesdays there is 
the possibility to learn riding in one of 
the clubs!

Each PE teachers has a specific affinity. 
We have colleagues who played football 
successfully or still take part in 
marathons every weekend.

There are regular sports events  
and competitions for all classes.  
The typical German games „Völkerball“ 
or „Brennball“ are played in classes 5 
and 6. Basketball match is implemented 
for classes 7 and 8. And the big football 
match for the graduating classes 9  
and 10 is a real highlight at the end  
of the term. The idea of inclusion can 
be found in sports competitions which 
enables students with special needs to 
be a full member of the team.

Ambition is an admriable trait but 
we also want pupils to develop social 
behavior and a strong team spirit –  
following the idea of Pierre de Coubertin: 
“The important thing in the Olympic 
Games is not to win, but to take part!” 

Anne Jäger-Klein
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ČAKOVEC (Croatia)

Primary School Strahoninec takes part in 
European School Sports Day to promote 
importance of physical activity and 
health. Students from first to fourth 
grade of primary school play different 
sports games on the school playground 
while older students go to the sports 
ground nearby.

Advatages of exercising and healthy 
lifestyle are being regularly promoted 
in our school. Taking part in the Sports 
Day is just another way to show positive 
health effects of exercising to our pupils 
and to encourage them to spend more 
time in outdoor recreational activities.

Petra Žganec

TRIKALA (Greece)

Annually several school tournaments 
are held in our country. This year, our 
school took place in the volleyball 
tournament and managed to come 
second. We conquered the second place 
after a series of winning games that 
allowed our school to reach the finals. 
The Larisa high school players defeated 
our team but that did not minimize the 
effort that was put in the preparation 
for that tournament. 

Anastasis Papaefstathiou

#howtodissolvegold

1 ml nitric acid 
3 ml hydrochloric acid

=
nitrohydrochloric 

acid

+ 
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PUZZLE
THIS IS VERY POPULAR SPORT AT SCHOOL IN MOST. 
CONNECT THE DOTS TO KNOW IT.
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SEBASTIAN VETTEL CROSSWORD

1. What kind of sport
    does he do?

2. Where was he born?

3. What is his  
    favourite food?

4. What is his nickname?

5. What is the first name  
    of his girlfriend?

6. What is the first name  
    of his mother?

WHAT IS IT?

1. A colourful mat?

2. A bicycle tyre?

3. An inline wheel?

1. A focus mitt?

2. The floor of the gym? 

3. A gym mat? 

1. A massage ball? 

2. Part of trainers? 

3. A vaulting box?

1. A gymnastic carpet? 

2. A skipping rope? 

3. A part of a cone?

2

3

6

1

4
5

→

↓
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Jannic Kleinhennig, Germany
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coach

trener

trenér

træner

Trainer

Proponitis

entrenador

horse

konj

kůň

hest

Pferd

Alogo

caballo

goal

gol

branka

mål

Tor

Terma

gol

run

trčanje

bĚh

løb

Laufen

Treximo

correr

National team

reprezentacija

národní tým

landshold 

Nationalmannschaft

Ethniki omada 

Selección nacional

Race course

trkaća staza

závodní dráha 

væddeløbsbane

Rennstrecke

Ippodromos

hipódromo

CUT AND COLLECT
#memoryGAME

VOCABULARY

GOLD MEDAL
ZLATNA MEDALJA
ZLATÁ MEDAILE
GULDMEDALJE
GOLDMEDAILLE
CHRISO METALLIO 
MEDALLA DE ORO

GOLD MEDAL
ZLATNA MEDALJA
ZLATÁ MEDAILE
GULDMEDALJE
GOLDMEDAILLE
CHRISO METALLIO 
MEDALLA DE ORO

BALL
LOPTA
MÍČ
BOLD
BALL
BALA
PELOTA

BALL
LOPTA
MÍČ
BOLD
BALL
BALA
PELOTA

TENNIS RACKET
TENISKI REKET
TENISOVÁ RAKETA
TENNISKETCHER
TENNISSCHLÄGER
RAKETA TENNIS
RAQUETA DE TENIS

TENNIS RACKET
TENISKI REKET
TENISOVÁ RAKETA
TENNISKETCHER
TENNISSCHLÄGER
RAKETA TENNIS
RAQUETA DE TENIS

YELLOW CARD
ŽUTI KARTON
ŽLUTÁ KARTA
GULT KORT
GELBE KARTE
KITRINI KARTA
TARJETA AMARILLA

YELLOW CARD
ŽUTI KARTON
ŽLUTÁ KARTA
GULT KORT
GELBE KARTE
KITRINI KARTA
TARJETA AMARILLA
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https://twinspace.etwinning.net/46849/pages/page/350723

I play table hockey. One of the most 
important things I have learnt is:  
A Loss is just a loss, nothing else. 

Matyáš Vaníček, Czech Republic


